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XOOPS wins Grand Prize in OSS Challenge in Korea - XOOPS
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It was just announced: XOOPS, represented by XOOPS China is the Grand Prize Winner of
OSS Challenge 2009 (International Division) (see here...)

The “Open Source Software Challenge 2009” was held in Korea.

It is the second time that XOOPS China is being recognized in a OSS competition. Last year it
won the prestigious OSSContest Award at the 2008 China Open Source Software Contest
(OSSContest) in Beijing for excellence in creative application.

And similarly to the previous award, this one shows again how much XOOPS China is
committed to continued excellence and support for XOOPS and Open Source, and is also a
tribute to the dedication of many people from around the world who have contributed to the
XOOPS Project.

Congratulations to the XOOPS China team and to the whole XOOPS Community around the
world!!!
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